Disrupted coarsening in complex Cahn-Hilliard dynamics.
Predicting the pattern formation in a system maintained far from equilibrium is a complex task. For a given dynamics governed by the evolution of a conservative order parameter, recent investigations have demonstrated that the knowledge of the long time expression of the order parameter is sufficient to predict the existence of disrupted coarsening, i.e., the pinning of the inhomogeneities wavelength to a well defined value. However, there exists some dynamics for which the asymptotic form of the order parameter remains unknown. The Cahn-Hilliard-like equation used to describe the stability of solids under irradiation belongs to this class of equations. In this paper, we present an alternative to predict the patterning induced by this equation. Based on a simple ansatz, we calculated the form factor and proved that a disrupted coarsening takes place in such dynamics. This disrupted coarsening results from the bifurcation of the implicit equation linking the characteristic length of the dynamics (k_{m}^{∞})^{-1} to a control parameter describing the irradiation. This analysis is supported by direct simulations. From this paper, it clearly appears that the bifurcation of k_{m}^{∞} is a criterion for disrupted coarsening.